Panhard Rod Assembly & Fittings

4 RB100000 PANHARD ROD ASSEMBLY 1
5 9000 REBUILD KIT, panhard rod 1
6 ANR3410 BUSH, panhard rod 2
7 BH114161 BOLT, panhard rod 2
8 NY114041L NUT, panhard rod bolt 2
9 575707 BUMP STOP, rubber 2
10 NTC6860 BUSH, radius arm 4
11 NRC4306 BUSH, radius arm to chassis 4

**TECH TIP:**
**Shock Absorber Towers**

When it’s time to change your front shock absorbers, you may find that the front shock towers have rusted, especially if you use your vehicle in salty conditions, like we do in the Northeast. We offer the shock towers and their retaining rings as a time and money saving kit, Item# NRC6372K.
REAR SUSPENSION
Remarks Legend -
Vehicle i.d (v) numbers: LA = 1990 model year; NA = 1992 model year.

MONEY-SAVING KITS NOTED IN RED TYPE

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-533-2210